REFRACTION PHENOMENA
bows, therefore, and it alone, is devoid of both the once and the reflected rays and, in consequence, is comparatively dark.
Origin of Supernumerary Bows.—Since wave fronts an the corresponding rays, it is clear that the incident front Ab will, at the moment of complete emergence, appear as A CB as though it had come from the virtual front A'Ef the locub terminus of a line of constant length A A! as it travels normally ove. emerging wave front ACB".   Further, since the rays here lie on I sides of the one of minimum deviation, it is obvious that this ray divide A'B' into two portions curved in opposite directions.    That portion o the front that is convex forward will, of course, remain convex, but wit] increasing radii of curvature, while the part that is concave forward w"
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FIG. 176.—Interference giving supernumerary rainbows.
later become convex, and although neither portion is strictly the arc of a circle, the results they produce at a considerable distance, at the position of the observer, for instance, are qualitatively as though they were. Let AIB, then (Fig. 176), be such a wave front, 7 being the point of inflection where the front is normal to the ray of minimum deviation. Let the full and dotted curves be opposite phase positions of the resulting cusped wave front. By inspection, it is obvious that, soon after leaving the drop, all the light must lie on one side of the ray of minimum deviation, thus making the observed angular radius of an arc of any given color slightly less than of the Descartes ray. It is also obvious that, with increasing angular distance from the Descartes ray, the two branches of the cusped front are alternately, and with increasing frequency, in opposite and like phases, thus producing alternate arcs of minimum and maximum brightness within and without the circle of the primary and the secondary bow, respectively. These additional maxima, of which several frequently are visible, constitute the familiar supernumerary bows.

